Worlds Collide
BEST OF BASEL 2017
Horology’s past and future converged at Baselworld, where time-honored design codes
were uplifted with forward-looking details, dimensions and geometry. The best new
watches piqued all of our senses and left us captivated, longing to explore more.
BY WEI KOH

W

hen I put on a watch I
love, that I have an instant
chemical reaction to, I
hear music. And the moment I put the
Blancpain Tribute to Fifty Fathoms
Mil-Spec on my wrist at Basel this year,
I heard the cataclysmic drum solo in
The Surfaris seminal surf-rock track,
Wipe Out. That’s it. I knew. I was buying
one. To me, it represents the single most
successful merger of contemporary and
vintage design in the watch industry
this year. Which makes it even more
important, because #vintagemodern
is also the prevailing theme of
Baselworld 2017, where the biggest
players displayed a masterful activation
of a unique union between modern
and historic codes, creating watches
charged with seductive tension between
the past and the future. Patek did it
with the gorgeous 40mm white-gold
perpetual calendar with cream dial and
luminous Arabic numerals (ref. 5320)
and the stunning monopusher rattrapante
perpetual calendar (ref. 5372). Rolex did
it with the excellent Sea-Dweller “Single
Red” (ref. 126600) and even more
audaciously with the white-gold Daytona
(ref. 116519LN) on an Oysterflex bracelet
that all but time-warped the dial of the
6263/65 “Big Red” onto its face.
But first, a quick backtrack to the

Fifty Fathoms Mil-Spec. By now you
probably know that I have a penchant for
wine. And there is a producer in Mersault
called Coche-Dury that is considered
the Domaine de la Romanée-Conti of
white wines. That winemaker’s sensorial
signature, vividly expressed in everything
from its Bourgogne Aligoté village to
its ethereal Corton-Charlemagne,
is a laser-beam precise explosion of
dynamic tension between fruit and
acidity that races across your palate,
triggering a million neural explosions in
a millisecond. And that’s what you feel
when you strap on the Mil-Spec. That’s
how awesome it is.
Let’s start with the size of the watch,
which is 40mm in diameter, making
it the smallest Fifty Fathoms (nonBathyscaphe) watch the brand makes.
Says CEO Marc Hayek: “Actually you
gave us the idea to make a smaller
sized Fifty Fathoms last year, when we
collaborated on a smaller sized 38mm
Bathyscaphe watch for your magazine,
Revolution. We saw how well collectors
responded to it.”
Interestingly, that 38mm Bathyscaphe
began life as a women’s dive watch. In
our conversations with Marc Hayek, we
decided that a smaller diameter and a
thinner 10.7mm case (as opposed to the
43mm diameter and 13.4mm-thick case

for the men’s model) would make for a
watch that was not only a faithful homage
to the original civilian Bathyscaphes
from the 1950s, but also one that could
reconcile sporting credibility with
wearability in an era where most sports
watches come in totemic proportions.
Says Hayek: “Later in the year, we
decided to launch a version of the 38mm
Bathyscaphe with a blue dial and blue
liquid-metal bezel insert. But [for this
year] we decided to focus on the Fifty
Fathoms to see if we could make a version
of this in a slightly reduced, vintageinspired case size of 40mm.”
Three of this Fifty Fathoms’ most
expensive components are the sapphire
crystals. I say three because in addition to
the front and back of the watch, the new
Fifty Fathoms also features a sapphirecrystal insert in its unidirectional rotating
bezel. This is a wholly modern touch
created by Hayek for the 50th anniversary
of the model, which allows the bezel to
feature luminous minute markers (this
watch is one of only two Swiss luxury
watches in the world with the feature).
In addition to that, the dial features a
moisture-intrusion symbol in homage
to a similar symbol found on military
watches that could change color should
the case integrity be compromised as a
result of hard use.

Wei Koh in conversation with Marc Hayek at Baselworld 2017.
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A BRAVE NEW MOVE

While vintage modernism ruled the day, one brand used
modern technology to accurately reproduce its most iconic
timepiece. Introduced in 1957 and featuring a thin bezel
with the world’s first outboard tachymeter scale and “broadarrow” hands, the very first Omega Speedmaster (the CK
2915-1) has been indelibly seared into the collective collectors’
consciousness. It remains one of the most easily identifiable
and emotionally evocative sports watches of all time.
So, when it came time to celebrate the 60th anniversary of
this icon amongst icons, Omega’s dynamic President Raynald
Aeschlimann, as well as its Vice President and Head of Product
development, the inimitable Jean-Claude Monachon, came
up with a different idea. What if they used modern scanning
technology to replicate the watch in every conceivable way
and craft an essentially
identical version of the CK
2915-1, then offered it to
the public?
Now, hang on a second,
I’ve had the very same
fantasy myself related to
bio-mapping and bodyscanning Elle Macpherson
down to every single last
freckle as she appears on
the cover of the 1987 Sports
Illustrated swimsuit edition,
in a one-piece swimsuit

whose only purpose is to
communicate the surreal
near-hallucinatory but
oh-so-awesome gravitydefying nature of her
corporeal form.
For Omega to execute
this Speedmaster so
faithfully is the same
as Porsche deciding
to scan and remake a
limited edition of the
1957 356-A Speedsters.
I applaud Omega’s gesture because, as someone who has
waited on the sidelines to buy a CK 2915 for two long years, and
who has now found myself priced out of this hotly contested
market, the watch is not just the next best thing, but even better,
it is also a modern watch under warranty that I can wear with
certainly greater impunity than I would the original.
OK, there are some updates — there is now “vintagecolored” LumiNova instead of radium in the hands and
indexes, so your eyeballs don’t melt like a Nazi’s looking into
the Ark of the Covenant. And, instead of the original Lemania
CH-27-derived Caliber 321, the new watch uses an Omega
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Caliber 1861 based on a Lemania 1873,
which features a switch cam instead of the
original movement’s column wheel. But,
as the watch features a solid caseback just
like the original, most of the time you’ll only
be besotted by the extraordinary emotions
coursing through you to own a watch this
magnificent and steeped in history. Bravo,
Raynald and Jean-Claude, and thank
you. I’m honored to own one of the 3,557
examples of this watch.
THE SCULPTURAL AND THE SUBLIME

Thankfully, not all in the watch world is
singularly linked to the remembrance of
things past. And one brand in particular
demonstrated that if you get a design just
right and create a timepiece that from
a design perspective is one of the most
refreshingly original, and that so perfectly
captures the essence of the massive
evolution in global luxury happening today,
everybody – and I mean from the most
hatchet-tongued old-guard curmudgeon
to the latest digital monde ingénue – will fall
totally and irrepressibly in love with it.
Ask yourself, what are the shoes on the
feet of the dynamic movers and shakers of
the design, media and tech world today?
That’s right, sneakers.

Says Guido Terreni, Bulgari’s watch boss: “That’s exactly
what we asked ourselves, and realized that no one was
creating the sports-chic watch of today. In fact, the existing
sports-chic watches with integrated bracelets were mostly born
in the 1970s, and as such, they have become the symbols of a
status quo. We wanted a new symbol for the new generation.”
And with the Bulgari Octo Finissimo Automatic, specifically
the version with the integrated titanium bracelet, the brand
has done just that.
First, it uses Grade-5 titanium to endow the watch with
the tech-matte luxury aesthetic of today. Says design
director Fabrizio Buonamassa, “The watch has to be
simultaneously daring and discreet.” But what makes
the watch so elegant is its record-breaking BVL 138
caliber, combined with the unique Octo Finissimo
case construction with an integrated caseback and
a simply amazing ultra-thin titanium bracelet. The
resulting watch is teeming with seductive tension
(yes, there’s that phrase again) between bold
futuristic sculptural muscularity and sublime
litheness. Yes, the world has been decrying the
return of the ultra-thin watch forever. Why?
Because most thin watches put everyone to
sleep faster than a Dormicum-laced donut
chased with NyQuil. But all that has changed.
Because the world’s thinnest automatic
sports watch with its integrated bracelet is
also its coolest.
HOOKED ON THE AVANT-GARDE

Lastly, “creativity,” a word that lost its favor
in the last half-decade, is finally regaining
traction in the realm of independent
watchmaking. Back in 2005, independent
watchmaking — and you can attribute much
of this to Max Büsser of MB&F and Michael
Tay of The Hour Glass — was the media
darling. Then following the financial crisis —
and because let’s face it, there was a whole lot
of crap being made out there — independent
watchmakers suddenly found themselves
largely out of favor. The most avant-gardist
among them found themselves totally out of
step with the burgeoning obsession

with all things vintage. There have been some exceptions to
this, such as the consistently awesome Max Büsser and the
always-extraordinary Urwerk. But it’s been a long time since I
actually felt the pendulum of relevance swinging back into the
court of independent and creative watchmaking. However,
this year at Basel, it finally did. And there were three brands
in particular that made me feel this way.
The first is Manufacture Contemporaine du Temps (MCT)
with its Eric Giroud-designed Dōdekal One D110, which
uses a central digital hour indicator, and its absolutely
sick Sequential Two S220 Bronze. Somehow, the
use of bronze for the case material, the color of the
indexes and the military-style strap gives this watch
a whole different bad-ass vibe; a Jules-Vernemeets-Walter-Huston-gone-big-game-hunting
personality. I liked this watch so much that I’ve
ordered a unique variant of it.
The second is the HYT H-Zero Black. Look,
I’ve always respected the hell out of HYT,
especially co-founder Vincent Perriard’s
desire for originality and the fact that the
company created liquid time-telling, but
bringing in an esteemed collaborator such
as Giulio Papi, who oversaw the development
of its H2 movement, was impressive. And
I totally love that Axl Rose is a HYT fan.
Yet until I set eyes on the H-Zero, with its
space-orb-like, half-sapphire case that
gives you an almost 300-degree view of
the liquid hour indicator, I didn’t see myself
as an HYT owner. Now I do. The third brand,
which has my interest piqued — though
I’m a little undecided until I examine the
watches more closely — is AkriviA. On
the one hand, I’m a little concerned that
its tourbillon chronograph so closely
resembles the BNB movement (from
which it’s derived), though it exhibits
a radically different finish. On the
other hand, I have to say, placing the
brand’s time-only tourbillon on my wrist
(which uses the same base caliber), I was
gobsmacked and devastatingly charmed by
its beauty.

Left to right:
Omega Speedmaster 60th Anniversary Limited Edition;
Blancpain Tribute to Fifty Fathoms Mil-Spec; Patek Philippe
ref. 5320G; Rolex Sea-Dweller 50th Anniversary.

Because today, luxury has shapeshifted and merged the vocabulary of
sportswear with tailoring to create an
all-new language. Today, a man has to
be comfortable and chic at the same time.
He has to be able to wear the same clothes
to the plane, to the boardroom and to the
nightclub. So, ask yourself, what watch
is he going to wear on his wrist?
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FROM BEACH TO BAR
Everyone needs a watch that can do it all. The
timepieces pictured here can go seamlessly from
the beach, to the office and then out to dinner and
a club. They have a minimum amount of water
resistance (at least 30m), so they can get splashed,
but the point here is to look really good while doing
just about anything you want.

BULGARI
Octo Finissimo Automatic with selfwinding BLV138 movement; 40mm
titanium case; titanium bracelet.
BLANCPAIN
50 Fathoms Mil-Spec with
automatic Caliber 1151 movement;
40mm stainless-steel case; NATO
strap, rubber-backed sailcloth
strap, or stainless-steel bracelet.

CHOPARD
Happy Ocean with automatic
01.01-C movement; 40mm
stainless-steel case;
blue NATO strap.

PORSCHE DESIGN
Monobloc Actuator with automatic Valjoux
7754 movement; 45mm titanium case;
titanium bracelet or black rubber strap.
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PATEK PHILIPPE
Aquanaut Jumbo 5168G with automatic
Caliber 324 S C movement; 42.2mm
white-gold case; blue rubber strap.

PHOTOGRAPHY: SIDNEY TEO.
DIGITAL IMAGING: CIWIE GOH.

ROLEX
Oyster Perpetual
Cosmograph Daytona with
automatic Caliber 4130
movement; 40mm yellow-,
white- or Everose-gold case;
Oysterflex bracelet.
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ROLLING IN THE DEEP

PHOTOGRAPHY: SIDNEY TEO.
DIGITAL IMAGING: CIWIE GOH.
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If you’re doing anything extreme,
you’re going to need a watch that
has been rigorously tested and
able to survive the lot. Designed
to “take a licking and keep on
ticking,” the watches featured
here can dive deep – and
probably soar high and
fall fast too.

Left to right:

GRAND SEIKO
Hi Beat 36000 Professional 600m Diver’s
with automatic Caliber 9S85 movement;
46.9mm titanium case water-resistant
to 600m; titanium bracelet and extra
silicon strap.
ROLEX
Oyster Perpetual Sea-Dweller with
automatic Caliber 3235 movement;
43mm stainless-steel case waterresistant to 1,220m; stainless-steel
bracelet.
BELL & ROSS
BR03-92 Diver with automatic BR-CAL
302 movement; 42mm stainless-steel
case water-resistant to 300m; black
rubber and fabric strap.
FAVRE-LEUBA
Raider Harpoon with FL301 movement;
46mm stainless-steel case waterresistant to 500m; rubber strap,
stainless-steel bracelet or calfleather strap.
HAMILTON
Khaki Frogman with automatic Caliber
H-10 movement; 46mm titanium case
water-resistant to 1,000m;
black rubber strap.
ETERNA
KonTiki Bronze Manufacture with
automatic 3902A movement; 44mm
bronze case water-resistant to 200m;
brown leather strap.
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BREGUET
Tradition Dame 7038 with automatic
505SR movement; 37mm rose-gold
case; white alligator-leather strap.

WOMEN
TO ENV Y

FABERGÉ
Lady Compliquée Peacock Black Emerald
with manual-winding movement, 38mm
white-gold case, black alligatorleather strap.

OMEGA
Speedmaster 38mm Cappuccino with
automatic Caliber 3330 movement; 38mm
stone-set, stainless-steel and Sedna-gold
case; alligator-leather strap.
DIOR
Grand Bal Pièce Unique Galaxie with
automatic movement; 36mm stone-set,
white-gold case; satin strap.

PHOTOGRAPHY: SIDNEY TEO.
DIGITAL IMAGING: CIWIE GOH.

For women who love fine watchmaking, this Baselworld
had plenty of treats and surprises. From the highest
carat-counts, to mechanical movements designed just
for ladies, there was something for everyone.

ROMAIN GAUTHIER
Insight Micro-rotor with automatic
movement; 39.5mm red-gold case;
alligator-leather strap.

CHANEL
Première Camélia Skeleton
with manual-winding Caliber 2
movement; 37mm stone-set, whitegold case; stone-set, whitegold bracelet.
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Top row, left to right:

SUMMER EXHIBITION
For many, watchmaking involves more than making a device that tells time. It’s an art form
– a creative challenge and a form of artistic expression. And Baselworld 2017 delivered
timepieces that belong on display in a museum just as much as on your wrist.

CORUM
Big Bubble Anima Matteo Ceccarini with
automatic CO 390 movement; 52mm titanium
case; black vulcanised-rubber strap.
HARRY WINSTON
Premier Delicate Silk with automatic
movement; 36mm stone-set, white- or rosegold case; black or burgundy satin strap.

Bottom row, left to right:

GRAFF
MasterGraff GyroGraff World with manual-winding
movement; 48mm stone-set, rose-gold case;
black crocodile-leather strap.
JAQUET DROZ
Loving Butterfly Automaton with automatic
JD2653 AT1 movement; 43mm roseor white-gold case; black alligatorleather strap.
BLANCPAIN
Villeret Métiers d’Arts “Battle of the Queen Cows”
(unique piece) with manual-winding 13R3A movement;
42mm red-gold case; brown leather strap.

PHOTOGRAPHY: SIDNEY TEO.
DIGITAL IMAGING: CIWIE GOH.

HERMÈS
Slim d’Hermès Grrrrr! with automatic
movement; 39.5mm white-gold case;
alligator-leather strap.
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OFF THE BEATEN TRACK
With 1,400 watch and jewellery exhibitors in
Basel, it is impossible to see everyone, but every
year revolution editors like to take some time
to stray from the big horological brands in
search of timepieces that are a little harder
to find.

Clockwise from bottom:

CZAPEK & CIE
Place Vendôme Tourbillon Suspendu
“Ici et Ailleurs” with manual-winding
SXH2 movement; 43.5mm platinum
or rose-gold case; black alligatorleather strap.
AKRIVIA
AK-06 with manual-winding movement;
41mm stainless-steel, titanium, rosegold or platinum case; navy alligatorleather strap.
ITAY NOY
Time Tone with manual-winding IN.IP13
movement; 44mm stainless-steel case;
black leather strap.

PHOTOGRAPHY: SIDNEY TEO.
DIGITAL IMAGING: CIWIE GOH.

RUDIS SYLVA
RS16 Harmonious Oscillator with manualwinding movement; 44mm pink-gold case;
black alligator-leather strap.
SCHWARZ-ETIENNE
Petite Seconde Rétrograde Tourbillon with
automatic movement; 44mm stainless-steel case;
black alligator-leather strap.
KLOKERS
Klok-02-Klink-01 with Soprod Mechatronic movement;
43.2mm plastic and imitation-leather case; leather strap
in a variety of colors.
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PANTONE PERFECT
Just before the start of Baselworld, Pantone announced its Color of the Year 2017
as Greenery no. 15-0343, and green was definitely de rigueur at this show –
but the watch world didn’t restrict itself to the apple-colored trend as there were
a number of timepieces that were showcasing bright, bold and daring colors.

BELL & ROSS

BR-X1 RS17 with automatic
BR-CAL.313 movement;
45mm Carbone Forgé
and ceramic case with
rubber inserts; rubber and
carbon-fiber strap.
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HUBLOT

MOVADO

MEISTERSINGER

GLASHÜTTE ORIGINAL

HAUTLENCE

Big Bang Unico Red
Sapphire with automatic
HUB1242 movement;
45mm sapphire-crystal
case; transparent
structured lined strap.

Edge with quartz Ronda
772 movement; 40mm
ion-plated, stainlesssteel case; integrated
silicon strap.

Neo Plus with Swiss
automatic movement;
40mm stainless-steel
case; green suede strap.

Sixties Aqua with automatic
Caliber 39-22; 31.6mm
stainless-steel case with
turquoise dial; black
alligator-leather strap.

Vortex IPR2 (limited to eight
pieces) with automatic
movement; 52mm sapphire
and yellow IPR2 (injected
mix of carbon and ceramic)
case; rubberized black
alligator-leather strap.
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FABERGÉ
Visionnaire Chronograph Black Ceramic
with automatic AgenGraphe movement
created by Agenhor; 43mm black ceramic
case; black alligator-leather strap.

HUBLOT
Techframe Ferrari Tourbillon Chronograph
Titanium (designed by Ferrari’s Head of
Design, Flavio Manzoni, and featuring a
skeleton, "chassis" case) with manual-winding
HUB6311 movement; 45mm titanium case;
black rubber strap.

ZENITH
Defy El Primero 21 with automatic El
Primero 9004 movement (featuring a
balance-spring made of matrix-carbon
nanotube composite); 44mm black
ceramicised aluminum case; black
rubber and alligator strap.

HARRY WINSTON
Histoire de Tourbillon 8 with
manual-winding Caliber HW4503
movement (featuring two bi-axial
tourbillons); 51mm white-gold
case; black alligator-leather strap.
LOUIS MOINET
EVO Sideralis with manual-winding
Caliber LM52 movement (featuring
two tourbillons); 47.4mm rose-gold
case; black alligator-leather strap.

TALKING POINTS
Recent years have seen a return to simple, elegant watches. Thankfully, the
fireworks still exist – due in no small part to a band of innovators who want to
push the boundaries of traditional watchmaking and refuse to be constrained by
market trends. In some cases, the prices may be off the chart, but so are the ideas.
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PHOTOGRAPHY: SIDNEY TEO.
DIGITAL IMAGING: CIWIE GOH.

ARMIN STROM
Mirrored Force Resonance
with manual-winding ARF15
movement (featuring two
independent, symmetrically
mirrored regulators); 43.4mm
rose-gold case; black or brown
alligator strap.
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HISTORY REPEATING ITSELF
Although some say that the vintage-inspired trend is waning, the evidence at
Baselworld was very much to the contrary. Beautiful designs from the past met
with modern technology to produce an array of watches for the modern age.
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PHOTOGRAPHY: SIDNEY TEO.
DIGITAL IMAGING: CIWIE GOH.

TUDOR
Heritage Black Bay 41
with automatic ETA 2824
movement; 41mm steel
case; steel bracelet or
black leather strap, plus
camouflage fabric strap.

RADO
HyperChrome Captain Cook
with automatic ETA C07.611
movement; 37.3mm stainlesssteel case; brown leather
strap.
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ORIS
Dexter Gordon Limited Edition with automatic
Caliber 733 movement; 40mm stainless-steel
case; brown leather strap.

ZENITH
Pilot Type 20 GMT Tribute to the Rolling Stones with
automatic Elite 693 movement; 48mm black-DLC
titanium case; black leather strap.
HUBLOT
Big Bang Unico Depeche Mode with
automatic HUB1242 movement;
45mm black ceramic case; black
rubber and leather strap.

HYT
Skull Axl Rose with manualwinding Caliber 401 movement;
51mm DLC-coated titanium case;
black leather strap.

With so many partnerships between watches and
musicians – both past and present – we decided
to bring you the top playlist from Basel.

PHOTOGRAPHY: SIDNEY TEO.
DIGITAL IMAGING: CIWIE GOH.

HAMILTON
Ventura Skeleton with automatic
H-10-S movement; 42.5mm
stainless-steel case; black rubber
strap or stainless-steel bracelet.
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RAYMOND WEIL
Buddy Holly with automatic RW4250
movement; 39.5mm stainless-steel case;
stainless-steel bracelet.
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Top to bottom:

PRICE TAG SURPRISES
Value is certainly a buzzword in today’s watch world – in every price bracket. We’ve picked
a handful of watches that no one would guess are as reasonably priced as they are. So strap
these on and fool those around you into thinking you paid more than you did.

Left to right:

H. MOSER & CIE
Pioneer Centre Seconds Automatic with
HMC 200 movement; stainless-steel case;
black rubber strap; from CHF 11,000.
FREDERIQUE CONSTANT
Flyback Chronograph Manufacture with
automatic FC-760 movement; 42mm
stainless-steel, gold-plated case;
brown alligator-leather strap; CHF 3,995.
TUDOR
Heritage Black Bay Chrono
with automatic Caliber MT5813
movement; 41mm stainless-steel
case; stainless-steel bracelet or
leather strap; CHF 4,500.

ZODIAC
Jetomatic Limited Edition with automatic
movement; 40mm stainless-steel case;
black leather strap; from CHF 1,495.
OMEGA
Railmaster Co-Axial Master Chronometer
with automatic Caliber 8806 movement;
38mm stainless-steel case; stainless-steel
bracelet. limited to 3,557 pieces;
from CHF 6,300.

PHOTOGRAPHY: SIDNEY TEO.
DIGITAL IMAGING: CIWIE GOH.

NOMOS
Ahoi Datum Signalblau with automatic DUW
5101 movement; 40mm stainless-steel case;
blue/black textile strap; from CHF 6,300.
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GRAY AREA
Despite the rainbow of shades on display at this year’s Baselworld, one hue stood out as it appeared
time and again. Far from boring and repetitive, its sober and elegant effects made sure that for 2017,
color is a gray area.

CHOPARD
L.U.C XPS Twist QF Fairmined with
automatic L.U.C 96.09-L movement;
40mm “Fairmined” rose-gold case; black
alligator-leather strap.

RADO
Ceramica with automatic ETA 2671
movement; 30mm gray high-tech
ceramic case; gray high-tech ceramic
bracelet.

ORIS
Divers Sixty-Five Silver with automatic Caliber
733 movement; 42mm stainless-steel case;
black rubber strap, brown leather strap or
stainless-steel bracelet.

NOMOS
Orion 38 Grau with manual-winding α (Alpha)
movement; 38mm stainless-steel case; black
Horween Genuine Shell Cordovan strap.
MEISTERSINGER
Circularis Power Reserve with manualwinding MSH02 movement; 43mm stainlesssteel case; black alligator-leather strap.

PHOTOGRAPHY: SIDNEY TEO.
DIGITAL IMAGING: CIWIE GOH.

JUNGHANS
Meister Driver Day Date with automatic
Caliber J800.4 movement; 40.4mm
stainless-steel case; beige leather strap.
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